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Revision History

Author Revision Date Comment
W. Porter - 28/12/2006 Original Document Release
W.Porter 1 28/07/09 Updated to include all changes up to the version 

that was installed at Timbertruss Geelong
W.Porter 2 07/09/09 Added details for the new multiple truss 

operating screen and the FF settings on the axis
W.Porter 3 03/01/10 Added in a Safe Operating Procedure form at the 

end of the document.

Related Documentation
The table below lists documentation related to the distribution of the MangoTech Automation 
Application.

Title Version Comment
MangoTech Registration 
Database

1.0.X Resource for the registration of a servo system 
(MTRegister.exe).

MangoTech Update Utility 1.0.X Resource for the migration of settings from older 
versions of automation software to the new 
application (MTUpdate.exe). 

Error Catalogue Any Description of error messages.
(ErrorCatalogue.doc)

Customer Data File Support
The table below lists the customer data file types supported by each servo system.

Version Servo System Supported File Types
7.1.3 MAL TRS, V2 and V3

MME
MDF
MPS (v4)

Customer Report Support
The table below lists the customer report types supported.

Version Report Comment
7.1.2 (Beta) CJF (MangoTech) Version 1.1.0 MangoTech CJF reporting is always 

enabled.
7.1.2 (Beta 13) MIIFMAC (MiTek NZ) Optional reporting with report-enable 

in simulation mode.
07/01/03 Prodlink Using their VB6 dll, not .Net
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Purpose

This document is designed to instruct machine operators in how to operate the software on the Mango 
Automation system:

The ultimate purpose of this document is to provide sufficient information to allow the user and 
administrator of the system to operate and maintain the software system.  This software and associated 
hardware can be fitted to a number of different saws and this manual does not directly relate to any of 
those saws.

Description

The Mango MAL is an automated jigging system that is fitted to table style presses.  It's used for the 
manufacture of timber roof trusses in the pre fabricated housing industry.

The system consists of a control panel mounted adjacent to the table jig and a number of pucks on the 
table that are used to define the outside shape of the truss to manufactured. 

Safety systems on the machine
There are two emergency stop buttons on the machine.  There is one on the main control panel and one 
mounted on the table half way down the machine.

Man Machine Interface

The MangoTech Automation Application is designed for operation with a touch screen.  If that is not 
available then access via number keypad (minimal keyboard) or a mouse will work. Any combination 
of the three input devices is supported. Where a keyboard is not available the application provides soft 
keyboards for numeric and string data entry.

Starting the software

The MangoTech Automation will start automatically when the power for the computer is turned on. 
The power switch is on top of the control cabinet that is mounted under the touch screen.  This will 
provide power to the computer and control system.

The software will start automatically once Windows XP has loaded.  You will see the following splash 
screen.  There are various checks and backups being made during the start up and the status of these 
can be seen on the right side and across the bottom of the startup screen
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Diagram 1

Once you have the software started, you need to prepare the machine for operation.  

Diagram 2

The first menu item in this menu is Select Machine.  This allows you to select any of the valid machine 
configurations that may be set up on your machine.  There would normally only be one machine to 
select here unless your machine is a multi tasking machine (for example if can cut truss components 
and also mark or trench wall plates).  In that case, both of these machines will be listed and you will 
need to select the one that you want to operate at this time.

Once you have selected your machine type, you must carry out two functions before you will be able 
to load a job and commence cutting.  The software will prompt you on the suggested actions to take in 
the text written across the bottom of the screen.

If the “User Login” option is turned on, the operator must log into the machine before they can load a 
job.  This is done by selecting the LOGON menu item from the main item.  Select the name that you 
wish to log in as.  Once that is done, you can then proceed to the Diagnostics screen.
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If the “User Login” option isn’t turned on, then the suggested action in this case (ie immediately after 
starting the software) is Home Servo.  

Hardware Homing

Homing the system is done by touching the HOME SERVO option under the OPERATION menu. 
The system will move all the front pucks to the front of the table then once they have all arrived you 
will be prompted to move the rear pucks.  They will move to the front of the table once you accept the 
prompt.

Make sure that there is nothing on the table that will interrupt the travel of the pucks while they’re 
homing.   If the pucks hit anything while homing, the home position will be incorrect.

Every time the power to the servo system hardware is removed the positioning information is lost. 
Homing will always be required after such a hardware reset. 

!!! AS A RULE !!!

Homing should be performed irrespectively whenever 
the MangoTech Automation software is run.

This completes the startup procedure for the machine.  

Diagnostics

Diagnostics allows you to check the operation of all the components of the machine.  It can be done 
every day if you wish, or only as a maintenance tool if something isn't working as expected.

The diagnostics screen does a few simple tests on the motors, encoders and switches to ensure that they 
all exist and are working correctly.  The screen is shown below

diagram 3

There are 2 methods to diagnose.  One is automatic and one is manual.
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The normal method of diagnosing the machine is the use the auto method.  When you enter the 
Diagnostics screen, you will be prompted to ask if you want to automatically diagnose the machine.  If 
you answer YES, each motor will be moved a very small distance.  The computer will check that the 
encoders moved at the times expected.  Once the motor checks are done, the machine will test the level 
of charge on the 4 batteries in system.

The emergency stops will then be tested.   Follow the prompts on the screen to complete this test.

At the end of the process a message will be displayed to indicate whether the machine passed or failed.

If it failed you need to read the report (click on the report button at the bottom of the screen) and 
resolve the issues that have occurred.  The most common problem is that the emergency stop button 
wasn’t released before the process was started.

You can manually diagnose any of the axes.  This is the other method of using this screen.
Using the menu on the left of the screen you can select either AXIS, SENSORS, SIGNALS or 
EMERGENCY.  Selecting SENSORS will allow you to test the battery voltage levels.  SIGNALS will 
test the isolation of the battery charger.  EMERGENCY will test the function of the emergency stop 
button.

The example above shows the AXIS selected which then displays all available axes across the top of 
the screen.  Selecting either axis will allow you to individually test that axis.  The individual test screen 
is shown below.  You can select any of these options to make the axis move in the way you want.

diagram 4

NOTE : You can only change the axis settings (the settings across the bottom of the screen) if you 
have administrator access rights, ie you need the administrator password to change these 
settings.

The Cycle button will make the axis drive from maximum to minimum continually until you ask it to 
stop
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The Step Up and Step Down buttons typically move the axis approximately 10mm.  You can change 
the amount that the step function moves by using the buttons to the left of the step up and step down 
buttons.

You can use the Home button to home just this axis.

The Move to Pos. is used to move the axis to a particular length.

Load a Job

Once the diagnostics have been successfully completed the Data File Loading button will be enabled. 
This allows it to be used.  You will not be able to select the Data File Loading until you have 
successfully Homed and Diagnosed the machine.

Diagram 5

Select the option, “Data File Loading”

That will show you the available file locations and the jobs that are currently available and ready to be 
cut

The file location shown in the example is for demonstration purposes only.  It is possible to show any 
file location that your system administrator requires.
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Diagram 6

Using the scroll bars and the mouse, select the job file that you want to build.  

You can delete any of the files on this screen by dragging them into the trash bin symbol at the bottom 
right of screen. 

Setting a jig

Selecting a job will begin the loading process.  Once the file has been loaded by the computer, the 
cutting screen will be displayed and the cutting data will be listed

Diagram 7

There are many functions and options that can be accessed from the jigging screen.  These are shown 
and described below
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Diagram 8

1. Clear the table of all trusses
2. Manual alignment tool.  Used by clicking the member on the truss that you want to use as a 

datum.  Them touch the rail on the table that you want to align this member to.  Then touch this 
button.  This will move the truss to align the member you selected with the rail you selected.

3. Remove the currently selected truss from the table
4. Illustration of the current truss on the job list
5. Settings screen.  This is only the settings that the operator can change during normal operation. 

All other settings are protected behind password access control and are therefore only to be 
changed by the system administrator

6. Push this to setup the currently selected trusses.  
7. Exit the cutting screen and return to the file load screen
8. Special Functions screen.

• Rear Line Gap > 0 :  This sets the top chord pucks to position exactly as per the design data
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• Rear Line Gap > 2 : This sets the top chord pucks to be 2mm higher than specified in the data. 
This gives you a little bit of room for cutting and timber width errors.

• Rear Line Gap > 100  : This moves the pucks 100mm higher than the design data.  This 
effectively moves the pucks completely out of the way so you can set the top chord how you 
want.

• Clean the Machine :  This sets all the pucks into a position away from their home position and 
away from each other so you can clean out the rails

• Home the machine :  Homes the machine
• MangoTech Web Site :  If you have internet access, you can log onto the Mangotech web site.

9. Status bar.  This gives you the current status of the machine.
10. Truss layout picture.  If the data is available, this button will show you a picture of the fully 

assembled truss 
11. Flip the selected truss end for end.
12. This restores the sort order back to default (as sent to the saw from the office)
13. Puck Off function.  Allows you to select a puck (by touching it on the screen) and then pushing 

this button.  That will move the selected puck 10mm (about ½ inch) out of the jigging area.
14. Same as button 2
15. Home the machine
16. Currently loaded job file name

The Cut Data Tab is shown for the web in the sample screen shown above.  You can see all the angle 
and length detail for that particular web

Diagram 11

The Pucks tab is shown below
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Diagram 12

The Machine Data tab is shown below

Diagram 13

This tab shows all the current major settings and functions that are active for the machine. This is 
useful for problem solving and tech support.  This is useful for checking where the pucks have set.  If it 
looks like a strange camber has been set, check that they were meant to go there by checking their 
positions in this tab.

Jigging Methods
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You can select one or more trusses to be made at once.

If the table is empty, the first truss selected will align with the end of the table (either the left or right 
end depending on the table orientation you have set).  You can then touch one of the MAL rails on the 
screen (it'll change colour when you touch it) then select another truss.  That will align to the MAL rail 
that you selected.  You can repeat this process until you have all the trusses you require on the table.

After you have loaded the job you want to make, you must select the truss you want to make, then 
select button 6 (the BUILD button) shown earlier.  

As they arrive in position their colour will change from yellow to red. Once all the pucks are in 
position you can load the truss into the jig.

Make all the trusses required then select the next truss in the list and repeat the process.

Touch Button 1 to clear the table.  Touch a truss, then button 3 to clear just one truss.

You can touch individual members on the truss to get details of that member.  That is useful if the truss 
won't fit in the jig and you need to double check the cutting to find where the error is.  The member 
info will come up in the status bar at the bottom of the screen (item 9 below)

Functions and Options available from the jigging screen

Diagram 14

The special functions available from the cutting screen are accessed via button 5.

Settings
Button 5 from diagram 14

These are the settings that can be changed by the operator.  Most of the settings on the machine are 
password protected to ensure that the operator or other unauthorised users can’t change them.
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The settings screen is broken into sections.  The section headings are on the left side of the screen

diagram 15

The  example  shown  in  diagram  15  shows  the  Program  section  on  the  left  highlighted  and 
corresponding section highlighted on the right

Touching the screen on the right on the setting that you want to change to allow you to make the 
changes you desire

You can quickly navigate to the section that you want to change by touching the headings on the left of 
the screen.

Each section has the following contents and description

Program
Display Units – This changes the units lengths are displayed in.  You can select metric or a variety of 
imperial options

Display Angles – Changes the way the angle is displayed on the screen.  You can have the angle 
display with a number of different zero bases depending on what your site rules are

Display Bevels – Everyone has a different way of wanting their bevels displayed.  This option has a 
number of different display options listed and should cater for most requirements.

Language – Not yet implemented, but various languages will be supported in the future

Painter
If you click on the “scheme” heading shown in diagram 15 the screen shown in diagram 16 will 
appear.  You can use this dialogue to change the colours on your screen to anything you chose. 
Alternatively you can select one of the preloaded colour schemes that are available.  This can be done 
by clicking on the “select scheme (F2)” button.

Any changes that you make in this screen must be applied before the setting change will take affect.
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diagram 16

Label Printer
Clicking on the printer option will bring up the printer settings dialogue screen.  This is shown below

diagram 17

The settings that you chose will depend on the printer that you have got connected to the saw.  The 
printer can be any type of standard printer, but it’s common for a label printer to be used.

This option is designed for printing out a label that can be applied to the cut members to keep track of 
the truss and member names, the quantity and the grade

Configuration
This section adjusts the basic length settings for the machine. 
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diagram 18

Centre puck – The currently selected centre puck.  You can change this setting by clicking on this 
option in the screen.  This achieves the same result as using the option 17 on the jigging screen.

Rear Line Gap – Offsets the rear pucks by a set distance

Panel Bias – Offsets the entire panel from the front of the table.

Align Left Absolute X – User  set  reference  point  measured  from the left  of  the table,  used as a 
reference for the option ABSLEFT and ABSLEFTHEEL. 

Align Left Absolute Y – User  set  reference  point  measured  from the left  of  the table,  used as a 
reference for the option ABSLEFT and ABSLEFTHEEL.

Align Right Absolute X – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used as a 
reference for the option ABSRIGHT and ABSRIGHTHEEL.

Align Right Absolute Y – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used as a 
reference for the option ABSRIGHT and ABSRIGHTHEEL.

The 4 align settings described above ca be changed at any time by the operator.   This allows the 
operator to adjust the position of the truss on the table to best suit the hardware.   That  is, the jig  
operator may not want to have a panel point over a walkway or ejector.  The truss can moved left or 
right by adjusting the X setting of the left or right reference point.  You only need to change one (either 
the left OR the right) as you will be using one of these are your reference point for the truss (button 1 
in diagram 11)

Files
There are a few data files that can be read by the machine but it’s normal that not all of them need to 
be visible or available to the operator at all times.

This option allows you to hide all files except the ones you want from view in the file load screen.  It 
works by checking the file extension (the last 3 letters in the name, after the dot) against the file 
extensions that are set to TRUE in this section

You can change the status of any file type by touching or double clicking on the file name you awnt to 
change and select either TRUE or FALSE.
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Process
These options relate to cutting methods, jigging options and display options

Enable Process Prompts – Every movement of the lumber that the operator has to make in order to 
complete the member correctly can be preceded by a prompt.  This prompt will explain exactly what is 
required.  This is really only useful for new operators

Enable Label Printing – Only works if a printer is fitted.  Labels that print a sticker are the commons 
type

Auto Label Printing

Data File, raw data view
The raw data, in the form that it was sent from the design computers can be viewed on the saw 
computer.  Clicking on the status bar (item 4 from diagram 11) will bring up the data file that you have 
currently loaded.

This feature is useful for debugging and checking to see that the data is present

Functions and Options available from the File load screen

The loading of files has been covering earlier in this manual and won’t be repeated here.

There are two other functions that are available to the operator from this screen.  These are, manual 
data and settings

Settings
These are the same settings that are available from the cutting screen.  Refer to the jigging screen 
section (page 10) for more detail.

Settings, Calibration and other Special functions

That completes the normal operations and functions of the software.  The functions and features that 
are listed below are all administrator only or other special functions that the operator will never need to 
access during their normal working day.

Access Control and Passwords
There are 2 levels of passwords on this machine.  The actual passwords won’t be listed in this manual. 
Your site passwords are your responsibility to store and maintain.

Your site administrator password can be changed at any time.  That is the password that would 
normally be used by your local support person.  This password wouldn’t be given to the operator.  This 
is set to a default during installation, but can be changed at any time by the site administrator

Although the master password can be changed, it would normally be left at default so that if you forget 
your user password we can tell you what the master password is.

If you change your administrator password then forget what it is, there is a password that can be 
entered that will give you access and also reset the password back to the default that was used during 
installation.
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There’s an overall and final password.  This is the Mango password that can break into any section. 
Only Mango staff will have this password.

Administration Menu Option

Program Settings
This section is protected by the administrator password.  All settings in this screen must only be 
changed by the system administrator or a MangoTech representative

Some of the settings that are available in this section are also available in the settings screen that can 
be accessed by the operator.  That is, the settings screen available from the file load and cutting 
screens.

The method that is used to make changes to any of the settings is simply to click on the option you 
want to change and follow the dialogue.  The menu on the left of the screen is a “quick reference” 
guide.  Clicking on any of the headings on the left of the screen will send you directly to the relevant 
section on the right hand side of the settings screen

Passwords

diagram 19

This section allows you to change the Administrator password.  

Ads and Banners
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diagram 20

The background on the main screen and the text at the top right of the screen can be modified.  The 
background can be changed to any image you desire.  One suggestion of what to have as the 
background is a company logo.  The banner (text) at the top right of the screen is designed to describe 
who sold the machine who the customer is.  For example, “Sold by Mango Tech to XYZ Truss 
Company”.  This is normally entered by the installation Engineer and doesn’t need to be changed 
again.

Servo System

diagram 21

The servo system setting describes what the machine is to the computer.  This selection should only be 
made by a MangoTech authorized representative.  This option tells the computer what the machine is 
meant to be doing, what hardware is fitted and what switches and air cylinders are fitted (it any at all). 
This is the same option as you find when you select “Select Machine” under the “Operation” tab from 
the main menu.  Any servo system that you have correctly configured and licensed will be available 
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from these menu locations and you can change them at any time.  This is useful if you have a multi 
function machine.  For example, a truss component cutting and plate marking machine.

Touch Screen

diagram 22

These two options describe the main options for the touch screen.  They shouldn’t be changed as any 
changes will affect the operation of the touch screen.

Program

diagram 23

Display Units
Allows you to select between metric, imperia16l (feet, inches, sixteenths) or imperial32 (feet, 

inches, thirtyseconds)
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Display Angles
Select how the angles are displaying in the cutting screen and inputted in the manual data 

screens.  You can choose to show only plus or minus 90, 0 from the left through to 180 on the right and 
vise versa

Display Bevels (Mitres)
Choose if you want to see the bevel information on the screen.  If you choose not to, the 

bevels won’t cut

Login Required
If TRUE, the users must log in before they can operate the machine.  This information is 

stored in the report file so you can track individual performance.

Purge Logs
Delete log files after a given amount the days.  The number of days before this happens is 

adjustable using the setting below

Log File Days Old
The number of days before the log files are deleted if the setting above is set to TRUE

Mouse Pointer
Hide the mouse pointer if set to TRUE.

Scale Form
Scale the software so that it takes the full screen size no matter what screen size settings are 

set in Windows.  Normally set to TRUE

Language
When more language support is added, this is the area where you will be able to change the 

setting.  French and Spanish are going to be two language options.

Poll Position Interval
Sets how often the software will check where the axes are to update the length and angle 

readouts on the screen.  The setting is in milliseconds.  The faster you set it, the more demand you 
place on the computer so the slower it will run.  The slower you set it, the more the readouts will 
appear to flash and jump.  A setting of between 150 and 250 would be a good place to start.

Reporting
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diagram 24

Report Scheme
There are a number of different formats of report data that can be generated by the software. 

You must select the one that suits the site that the machine is installed.  This would normally be the 
CJF format

Report Configuration
Not used

Report in Simulation
This specifies whether you want a report of your activities while you are using the machine in 

simulation mode.  This isn’t that useful and would normally be set to FALSE

Manual Directories

diagram 25

The directories that are listed in this section are the ones that will appear in the File Load screen.  The 
more locations you setup here, the slower the file load screen will function.  Therefore, only put the 
directories that really need to be accessed from the file load screen.  Don’t list directories that aren’t 
going to be used all the time.

Archive
You can set the software to archive (file away) the job files that you are finished with.  You must 
specify where you’d like these old files to be stored if you decide that you want them archived.

If the archive option is turned on the operator will be prompted to archive the file when they exit from 
the cutting screen.

Painter
Another place that you can change the colour schemes for the software.  See earlier descriptions

Label Printer
Another place that you can change the printer settings for the software.  See earlier descriptions
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Updates

diagram 26

This section isn’t available to be changed.  It shows the record of updates that this software package 
has undergone.

Users
The user log in menu on the main menu section of the software will only list the user names that are 
loaded into the software.  The user names are added, edited or deleted using this option

View Log File
All available error and user logs are available from this option.  You can view the errors that have 
occurred, the memory usage and more.  This section is very useful for problem solving when the 
machine isn’t working.

Colour Scheme
If you click on the “scheme” heading shown in diagram 11 the screen shown in diagram 12 will 
appear.  You can use this dialogue to change the colours on your screen to anything you chose. 
Alternatively you can select one of the preloaded colour schemes that are available.  This can be done 
by clicking on the “select scheme (F2)” button.

Any changes that you make in this screen must be applied before the setting change will take affect.
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diagram 27

Label Printing
Various label printers can be set up on the machine.  They are all configured in this section.  The exact 
configuration settings will depend on the printer that you have decided to connect to your computer.

Capture System
Not yet implemented, a quick way to copy all important system and settings files to an external 
location for backup.

Recover system
Used to revert to an old configuration if the current setup has been adjusted or played with.  You can 
choose any day in the last 30 days to revert back to.

Memory Trace
Diagnostic tool to shows system memory use over the last 24 hours.  This can be useful to show 
software and hardware errors.

Commissioning Menu Option

Servo System
This section is only to be used by administrators and Mangotech staff.

If it designed to generate new or modified servo drive engines for the software.

There is only one reason that you, as a machine owner or system administrator will ever need to go 
into here.  That is, if new options are added to the servo drive software engines, they are only added to 
your system when you install the new update, then you re generate the servo engine.

You can re generate the servo system by entering this screen.  When prompted to load existing settings 
and values, answer YES.  You will be prompted to do this twice.  Answer YES both times.

Don’t change ANYTHING.
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Save the settings and exit.    You will need to highlight one of the lines in the data section of the screen 
before the SAVE button will highlight.  Once the SAVE button is highlighted, save and exit.  Answer 
YES to all prompts as you save

This will re generate the servo control engine and include any new options that may have been added 
to your new update.

One thing that may be useful is that this screen allows you to make changes to every axis at once.  Any 
time you make a change to any of the axis settings, you will be prompted to see if you want to copy 
that to all axis.  This is a handy tool for commissioning.

Configuration

diagram 28

This is the section where you can set up the electrical, mechanical and software settings.  Everything 
you change in here can cause the machine to stop working so proceed with caution!

When you exit from this screen the axis positions are reset and HOMED.  This will very likely mean 
that the machine is no longer homed correctly as there are no prompts to ask you to set the length and 
angle to their home positions.  Make sure you home the machine using the HOME option after exiting 
the configuration screen and before you make the machine move.  If you don’t home the machine after 
being in this screen, the axis will be in the wrong positions when you try to cut your next member.

Configuration

Machine Name
The name of this machine. This can be anything you want, but it’s best to make it sensible

Table Reference
Specifies which end of the table is the reference point.

Table Width
The width of the working area of the table.
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Centre Puck
The puck number that is designated at the centre point.  This is used by the jig reference 
option if you choose to reference to the truss to “centre” or “centrepeak”.  Both of these 
options will use the centre puck as the truss reference point.

Puck Diameter
The diameter of the puck

Puck separation
The distance that the centres of the pucks are apart at the home position.

Base Line Offset
Distance from the front edge of the table to the chosen base line for the truss setups.

Rear Line Gap
Standard offset to apply to all the rear pucks.  This shifts all the pucks up or down by a set 

distance. 

Panel Bias
Shift the entire panel up or down the table (in the Y direction)

Align Left Absolute X – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used as 
a reference for the option ABSLEFT and ABSLEFTHEEL. 

Align Left Absolute Y – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used as 
a reference for the option ABSLEFT and ABSLEFTHEEL.

Align Right Absolute X – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used 
as a reference for the option ABSRIGHT and ABSRIGHTHEEL.

Align Right Absolute Y – User set reference point measured from the left of the table, used 
as a reference for the option ABSRIGHT and ABSRIGHTHEEL.

Panel Alignment
The reference point on the truss that you have chosen as the setup reference point.

Position Tolerance
How far from target is acceptable for the machine to think that it has arrived.

Maximum Front Overhang
How much overhang is allowed on the front of the table.  That is, how far can you overhang 
the truss before it will hit the press.

Maximum End Overhang
How much overhang is allowed on the back of the table.  That is, how far can you overhang 
the truss before it will hit the press.

Homing Cycle
How many setups of the machine before it will automatically home all the pucks.

Pucks per Enable
How many pucks are there per enable relay in the main control panel.  This is a setting that 
relates to the hardware and doesn't need to be changed

Pucks per Movement
How many pucks can be moved at once.  This can reduced if the local power supply is having 
trouble with the current draw if too many pucks are moved at once.
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Files

This section specifies what file types will display in the file load screen.  The idea is that you will only 
allow the files you want to use to be visibly.  This will reduce clutter in the file load screen.

Diagram 29

Process

Diagram 30

Enable Process Prompts
This is one of the settings that is available to the operator from the file load and cutting screens.  This 
setting turns on or off the prompts to tell the operator what to do next.  These prompts would include 
commands such as flip the lumber, spin the lumber end for end and more

Enable Label Printing
Only works if a printer is fitted.  Printers that print onto a sticker are the commons type
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Updates
This section is for internal use only and can’t be changed

Axis
This section is repeated for as many axes’ as there are on the machine.  This will be either 2 or 3 on a 
truss cutting saw.

diagram 31

Velocity
This is the maximum velocity that the control system will try to achieve

Acceleration
The acceleration that the controller card will drive the motor during it’s movements

Sample Time
How often the control system checks to see where the motor is.  The faster you set this, the more 
accurate the positioning, but the slower the computer will run

KP
The P or “Proportional” part of a PID control system.  This is basically how much power the system 
has got

KD
The D or  “Derivative” part of a PID control system.  This number has a damping effect on the 
movement.  You need to increase this number as you increase the Proportional figure

KI
The I or Integral part of a PID control system.  This is a time delayed setting.  As time goes by and the 
target isn’t reached, this setting will keep increasing power until the target is reached.  This has the 
potential of having an infinite power input (and blowing up the card) so the IL is used a limiting factor 
on the integral setting

IL
The limit that the integral can reach
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Pos Err Int (Position Error Interrupt)
The size of the error in position (in encoder counts) that are allowed to occur before the system is 
turned off.  This stops very large power settings being sent to motor and possibly damaging the card.

Direction
Swap the direction of the motor movement

Servo Crystal
Relates to the speed that the servo control system is checking and updating status.  This is best left at 
default

Cal Velocity
Velocity of the movement during the auto cal process.  Not all axis have an auto cal process so this 
feature may not be relevant

Cal Acceleration
Acceleration of the movement during the auto cal process.  Not all axis have an auto cal process so this 
feature may not be relevant

Cal Pos Err Int 
Position error of the movement during the auto cal process.  Not all axis have an auto cal process so 
this feature may not be relevant

Cal Figure
The figure that the computer uses to convert encoder counts to physical units.  If this axis is a length 
movement, then the conversion is from encoder counts to millimetres.  If this axis is an angle drive, 
then the conversion is from encoder counts to degrees.
The figure is the same as a gear ratio on a gear box.  If you make the number bigger, the axis will go 
further.  If you make the number smaller, the axis will go less distance.
This figure is set automatically in a wizard that accessed via the Calibrate menu option.  The units of 
this figure is counts/mm or counts/degree (depending on whether the axis is a length or angle 
movement)

Cal Limit
The maximum distance that the axis will move during the calibration process.  This is the figure that 
the axis will be allowed to move during the auto calibration process. This will normally be just a little 
bit longer than is physically possible.  If you are calibrating the machine and having trouble getting the 
axis to travel it’s full length this indicates the the cal figure is very wrong.  You can work around this 
problem during the calibration process by putting a very large figure in the cal limit box so that you 
can force the computer to move the full available distance of the axis and therefore calculate the 
correct cal figure.

Minimum
The minimum position of the axis.  This is measured relative to the axis, not the blade.  If this is a 
length axis, then don’t measure from the blade to the minimum position, measure from the minimum 
physical location to the position that you want to set as the minimum in software.  This is normally the 
same point, so this setting would be zero.

Home
The position that the axis will use as it’s home position.  This isn’t necessarily the same as the 
minimum, but it can’t be less than the minimum or greater than maximum

Maximum
The maximum position that the axis can achieve

Autohome
Do you want the axis to automatically drive to their home positions when commanded?  The 
alternative is to manually pull them home.  This must be set to TRUE
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Autohome Backoff
The drives the axis backwards after homing to remove any drive line windup.  This is really useful on 
the MAL if you've set the home Fine Finish pos error too high and the system winds up after touching 
home.

RailOffset
How far is this rail from the reference end of the table

PuckOffset
How far is this rail's zero point from the front edge of the table.  This should only be used if the 
installer messed up the installation and didn't put all the rails in a straight line.  If the operator ever runs 
the press head into a table and moves it, this setting may help recover the situation without having to 
reposition the table

SlewFactor1
Not used.  This is a saw setting

SlewFactor2
Not used.  This is a saw setting

SlewFactor3
Not used.  This is a saw setting

VelocityFFDivisor
This is how much the max velocity is divided by when using this Fine Finish.

AccelerationFFDivisor
This is how much the max acceleration is divided by when using this Fine Finish.

PosErrIntFFDivisor
This is how much the Position Error Interrupt is divided by when using this Fine Finish.

CalVelocityFFDivisor
This is how much the max velocity is divided by when using this Fine Finish.  This is used during a 
calibration cycle and during the Home cycle

CalAccelerationFFDivisor
This is how much the max acceleration is divided by when using this Fine Finish.  This is used during 
a calibration cycle and during the Home cycle

CalPosErrIntFFDivisor
This is how much the Position Error Interrupt is divided by when using this Fine Finish.  This is used 
during a calibration cycle and during the Home cycle

PositionRetry
When you get a position error fault, how many times do you want the system to retry the movement 
before it fails?

IO Device
There is only one option that can be changed by the system administrator in this section.  You can 
change the state of the switch.  You can change it from a normally open switch to a normally closed 
switch a vise versa.  This is only used during commissioning or if a switch has been changed by the 
maintenance staff on site.
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Calibration

This section is used by the installation engineer or the system administrator.  It’s not to be accessed by 
the operator.  There are no settings in this area that need to be adjusted for normal day to day 
operation.

This section contains the wizards that allow the cal figures (gear ratios) to be set on all the axis that are 
on the machine.

You must have administrator privileges before you can enter the Calibration screen.   That is, you need 
to use the administrator password to access the calibration settings.

The screen you will see when you first enter the calibration section is shown below.

diagram 32

You can select the axis you want to calibrate use the menu at the top of the screen.  The current status 
of these axis’ are shown on this menu.

All the motor settings can be changed in this screen.  These are the same settings as can be accessed in 
the configuration screen under the axis heading (axis 1 in this case)

To access the settings wizard for this access, click on the calibrate button at the bottom of the screen. 
This will bring up the axis wizard.
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diagram 33

Follow the prompts and the calibration figures will be set by the software.

There’s a few points to note during this process.  The wizard for the axis movements will try to 
establish the minimum position of the axis, then drive the axis to its maximum position.  The distance 
that the motor will drive is limited by the cal limit figure in the settings.  When the motor is driving to 
its maximum position but stops short, then either the cal figure is far too small or the cal limit figure is 
too small.  If you’re starting from an unknown position (ie you don’t have any idea what the cal figure 
should be) then make the cal limit figure much larger (say 20000).  Then you can ensure that the motor 
will drive far enough to get to the maximum travel.  Once it has arrived at the maximum position the 
cal figure will be correctly calculated.  At that time change the cal limit figure back to the maximum 
stroke.

This completes the setup of the machine. 

Any time you make a change on one axis you will be prompted to apply that change to all axes.  This 
is a short method of setting the axis settings on all the pucks.

Special Functions on the Calibration screen
You can change the axis settings on this screen.  You can change one or multiple settings at a time. 
Every time you make a change, before you save them, the backgrounds colour on the settting you've 
adjusted will change to pink.  This is to remind you what you've changed.  When you select the SAVE 
button, you will be prompted to see if you want to save these changes to all the matching 
pucks........that is, if you're changing the setting on a front puck, it will ask if you want that setting on 
all the front pucks.  The rear pucks won't be affected.  The same works if you are making a change to a 
rear puck

LogOn Menu Option

If the Log In Required setting in Program Settings screen is set to TRUE then users will be required to 
log into the system before they can load a file.  

There are three parts to this system.  Two are for the system administrator and one is for the user.

The system administrator will be required to enter in the various users that may use the machine.  This 
is done in the USERS menu option under the ADMINISTRATION main menu option.  All user names 
that need to be available to the operators when they sign on must be entered in using this option.
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The system administrator must also set the status of the LogInRequired option in the Program settings 
screen.

Once these are set correctly, then the operator will select the LogOn option from the main menu, then 
select their name.  Once that is done, they are able to load a file.  File loading is barred until a user is 
logged on.

System Requirements

The MangoTech Automation Application can be installed for the Windows 98 (release 2+), Windows 
NT/2000 or the Windows XP operating systems. 

The minimum computer specification for reasonable performance of the application is as follows:

• Pentium class at 266 Mhz or higher
• 256 MB free hard drive space
• 128 MB RAM
• 1.44 MB floppy drive
• Super VGA 800 * 600 resolution and 256 color mode
• Windows 98 (release 2+), NT, 2000, XP operating system
• And a numeric key pad

The recommended computer specification for good performance of the application is:

• Pentium class at 800 Mhz or higher
• 256 MB free hard drive space
• 128 MB RAM
• 1.44 MB floppy drive
• Super VGA 800 * 600 resolution and 256 color mode
• Windows XP operating system
• Network 10/100 or USB or CDROM or combination thereof 
• And a numeric key pad

The following are optional:

• Full Keyboard
• Mouse
• Touch Screen

Special Features

Email

If installed and networking is supported by the machine that hosts the software the user will be able to 
send a document (log file, customer data file, error report etc) to the MangoTech support site via email 
(support@mangotech.com.au) through Microsoft Outlook. The user will be advised that an email is 
going to be sent and must accept the request before the email is posted.

This functionality does not imply that MangoTech can spy upon the machine hosting the MangoTech 
Automation Software.

Customer Data File Sharing
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The current version the MangoTech Automation Application is not designed to share customer data 
files. The application makes its own copy of a customer data file and loads it for processing. Hence, if 
a data file is opened across a network a copy of the data file will exist upon each machine using the 
source file. When work with the data file is finished the copied file is updated to set the cut marks and 
then copied back to the source. The last user to finish work will therefore save the final state of cutting. 

Customer Data Peeking

When in the file loading screen the contents of the selected file can be viewed by double-clicking on 
the status message at the bottom of the screen.

When in the cutting screen the content of the customer data for the loaded file can be viewed by 
double-clicking upon the status message at the bottom of the screen.

Abbreviations used in this document

UI User Interface
IO Input / Output
API Application Programming Interface
DLL Dynamic Link Library
USB Universal Serial Bus
VGA Video Graphics Array
CDROM Compact Disk Read Only Memory
RAM Random Access Memory
MB Mega (million) Byte(s)
TARMA Tarma Installation utility

Hazard and Risk Analysis

These hazards and the associated risk assessments were carried out in accordance with the 
requirements of AS 4024.1201 and AS 4024.1301

Hazard 1, An operator get's their finger stuck between 2 pucks while they're moving

Risk Estimation
 Severity
This hazard will affect both operators and spectators

This hazard will cause slight injury. The injury will be crushing and bruising to the part of the 
body caught in this pinch point. The part of the body most likely to be affected is the fingers. 

Probability of occurrence
Frequency of exposure.
Possibly on every movement.  This would occur up to 100 times in a normal shift

Probability of hazardous event
There is a low probability of this event occurring.
The risk is obvious to the operator and they don’t put their hand in the way of the pucks as they 
come together

Possibility of avoiding the hazard
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The hazard is easily avoided by the operator.  The pucks move very slowly therefore allowing 
plenty of time for the operator to remove their finger from the pinch point as they pinch point 
is developed.  The system is also quite noisy so the operator will be aware that the system is 
moving, so would not insert their fingers into the puck pinch points.  The pucks only 

Risk Evaluation
Achievement of risk reduction objectives
This risk is reduced by the inherent design of the drive system. There are 2 aspects to this.
1. The total power available in the drive system isn’t enough to do anything more than bruise a
finger 
2. The system has inbuild settings that reduce the available power so the risk is further reduced.

Comparison of risks

Hazard 2, A person climbs under the press table and inserts their fingers into the drive 
system of the pucks.

Risk Estimation
 Severity
This hazard will affect anyone who climbs under the table.  This is likely to be maintenance 
personal only

The injury is likely to be severe injury to a finger with possible amputation.

Probability of occurrence
Frequency of exposure

Rarely.  It will be vary rare to climb under the table

Probability of hazardous event

Low

Possibility of avoiding the hazard

High.  The under side of the table is a no go zone due to the danger of the moving press 
head.  There must be a lock out procedure on site that will ensure that the machine is 
isolated before anyone climbs under the table.  This procedure is required primarily due to the 
crush hazard of the moving press head and not due to this machine, but that procedure will 
remove the hazard on this machine

Risk Evaluation
Achievement of risk reduction objectives

A lock out procedure on site will ensure that this risk is eliminated

Comparison of risks

Hazard 3, Musculoskeletal Disorder (MSD) caused by lifting truss components
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Risk Estimation

Severity

This hazard will affect the operator only
It is difficult to estimate the severity. It’s highly unlikely to cause a life threatening injury.

Probability of occurrence

Frequency of exposure
This event occurs on every cycle of the machine. This occurs hundreds of times in a normal 8 hour
working day.

Probability of hazardous event
Lifting truss components occurs all the time, but the probability of that causing an injury is low.
Risk comparison with other manual handling processes in a truss plant indicate that lifting a truss 
component will not cause an MSD.

Possibility of avoiding the hazard
The operator can be expected to lift the components in the easiest way possible. This would include 
no twisting, no bending over. Housekeeping is also important in avoiding this hazard but that is a 
site issue, not a design issue.

Risk Evaluation
Achievement of risk reduction objectives
The variety of movements required to operate this machine reduce the risk of a repetitive strain 
injury. The weight of the truss components reduces the likelihood of an MSD due to lifting 
components.  

Comparison of risks
Risk comparison with other manual handling processes in a truss plant indicate that lifting a single 
component will not cause an MSD.

Hazard 4, Splinters from handling timber

Risk Estimation

Severity
This hazard will affect the operator and any other person in the plant that handles timber
This hazard will cause slight injury. If the splinter causes an infection then the risk to health is
increased. A blood infection may cause death.

Probability of occurrence
Frequency of exposure
All the time

Probability of hazardous event
Low probability. The operator quickly learns not to slide their hands on the timber. If the contact 
point
between the hand and the timber is stationary there won’t be any splinters.

Possibility of avoiding the hazard
High.

Risk Evaluation

Achievement of risk reduction objectives
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There are no specific structures or designs in place to limit splinters. The operator will quickly learn
not slide their hands on the timber.
There should be site rules that require splinters to be quickly removed to reduce infection risk.

Comparison of risks
There seems to be a low rate of lost time injuries caused by splinters. This comment is based on non
specific feedback from truss plant operators. Splinters are unlikely to be a significant issue on this
machine.

Hazard 5, Noise from puck movement

Risk Estimation
Severity

This hazard will affect all personnel in the factory
This hazard will cause severe injury if the allowable noise dose is exceeded.

Probability of occurrence

Frequency of exposure
This event occurs on every cycle of the machine. This occurs many times in a normal 8 hour
working day.

Probability of hazardous event
High if not wearing hearing protection devices

Possibility of avoiding the hazard
Low if not wearing hearing protection devices.

Risk Evaluation

Achievement of risk reduction objectives
The noise of the drive system appears to be lower than the background noise in the factory.
The operators must wear hearing protection

Comparison of risks
The operators aren't getting hearing damage from the other machines in the factory, so it's 
likely that they won't get hearing damage from this machine.

Ergonomic review

1. Specification.

• This machine is to used to form a jig for manufacturing timber roof trusses
• The only direct ergonmic interaction with this machine is with the touch screen.  
• All other functions on the machine are part of the existing table press and are not directly related 

to the jigging system.

2. Operator Population.
• Age – The operator must be older than minimum working age and less than 70 years of age
• The operator must have 2 functioning legs
• The operator must have 2 functioning arms
• The operator must have 2 functioning hands with at least one thumb and one finger on each hand
• The operator must enough vision to legally drive a car on public roads
• There is no requirement for a hearing capacity
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• There is no requirement for a taste or smell capacity
• The operator must be at least 1.5m tall
• The operator must be able to lift at least 10kg

3. Task Analysis.
Process

1. Select job on computer screen (using touch screen)
2. Select truss on computer screen (using touch screen)
3. Initiate jig movement (using touch screen)
4. Load the truss components onto the table
5. Fit nail plates
6. Press the truss
7. Remove the truss
8. repeat from 1

4. Ergonomic Data required.

Data on allowable manual handling weights.  We will use an acceptable limit of 32Kg as this is a 
world standard for airport baggage handlers.  The weight of the studs and nog stock is under this so 
manual handling of the timber shouldn’t have a risk of MSD.

Bending and reaching limits.  These are stated in AS 4024 and “Guide to Safety in the Wood Products 
Manufacturing Industry, March 2007”  There is no requirement to bend over at more than 20 degrees 
and there is no requirement to reach to the maximum in order to operate the machine.

5. Documents required for the operator.

Instruction manual (this document)

6. Training Needs.

As well as all operation instructions, include mention of machine limits in training.  

7. Method of evaluation.

There is no specific standard on weights that can lifted.  We will evaluate this design against the weigh 
rules that are used by baggage handlers.  This design requires far less weight to be lifted.  

8. Evaluate the specific design.

The machine doesn't have a direct impact on the operator.  There are no ergonomic issues to consider. 
All ergonomic issues on the machine relate to the press, not directly to the jigging

9. Evaluate the results of the analysis.

Based on past history of similar machines, the machine doesn’t present a risk to MSD due to 
ergonomic considerations
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10. Evaluate with operators.

11. Evaluate the results of operator trials and modify.

Transport and Handling
The machine will be delivered to site on 5 different pallets.  Each pallet is too heavy to move by hand 
so don’t attempt to.

• Use a forklift to unload the 5 pallets from the truck.  Place the 5 pallets in a safe area in the 
factory in which the machine is intended to be installed.

• Do not store the machine in the open.  It must be stored under cover at all times.  It’s not 
weather proof in any way.

• Carefully take all packing material off the 5 pallets
• Ensure that no part of your body is placed under the machine while removing the packaging 

material and pallets.

Installation and commissioning instructions

• The machine will require the same area as your existing table press.
• The machine must be installed in an area that will not be affected by rain.  The machine must 

be used and sorted in a dry location.
• It is recommended that the machine is not installed in a high wind area and this will reduce 

operator comfort.
• Electrical connections to the saw must be completed by a qualified electrician.   This requires 

a 10amp 3 phase connection to each control cabinet.

Machine limits and intended use

Use Limits

The machine is only to be used on a table press.

It isn't to be used to move any material into place.

Only operators that have been correctly trained using the training documents and information in this 
manual are to use this machine.

The machine must be istalled by an authjorised Mangotech representative before it can be used.

Nuts, bolts and fittings are not to be adjusted on the machine while the power is turned on.

Space limits
The operator will need a clean work area of approximately 2m x 2m for the control cabinet and the 
table top must be kept clear of obstructions.

Spectators and other non-operators must be excluded from gaining access to the work area

Time Limits
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10 years life on the servo drive components

3 year life on computer and touch screen.  Replacement is likely at the end of this time period.

Maintenance

NOTE
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

1. Ensure that the electrical power to the computer and control cabinets is isolated 
and switched off before starting any maintenance on the machine.

Daily checks
• clean area around the press table
• ensure that the jig rails are clean and free of foreign material

Weekly checks
• clean area around the press table
• visually check that no wiring or cabling for the system has come dislodged

Yearly checks
• Check cable tension on each drive system
• Check each drive system for loose bolts and fittings.
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Recommended spare parts list.
There are two lists.  Once list is for the parts required on site to allow most maintenance to be carried 
out by local personal and any specialized parts would be sourced from Mangotech as required.  This 
may result in the machine being out of production for up to 2 working days.

The other list is comprehensive (and more expensive) and would limit downtime to only a few hours.

Two day downtime spare parts list

2 off servo network cables
2 off 10 amp fuses
1 off encoder cable (11m)
1 off servo motor power cable (11m)
1 off 200XL037 drive belt
1 off 24VDC relay coil

2-3 hour downtime spare parts list
All of the above and add the items below.
1 off servo motor controller board
1 off servo communication board
1 off servo Input/Output board
1 off Input/Output adaptor board
6 off jumpers for servo cards
1 off servo amplifier
1 off spare computer 
1 off spare touch screen and cabinet, fully assembled and ready to mount. 
1 off spare encoder
1 off spare servo motor 
1 off 48v DC power supply
1 off 12v DC power supply
1 off 24v DC power supply
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Sample Weekly Maintenance Check sheet

MONDAY
CHECKS PERFORMED BY DATE

NAIL GUNS TIGHT IN HOLDERS & 
CARRIAGE MOVING FREELY

� CHECK THAT NAILS FIRE INTO 
TIMBER OK (THIS CHECKS THE 
NAIL SAFETY SYSTEM)

�

OIL LEVEL IN GUN OILERS � CHECK WITH OPERATORS FOR 
ANY KNOWN ISSUES

�

Comments__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_

TUESDAY
CHECKS PERFORMED BY DATE

NAIL GUNS TIGHT IN HOLDERS & 
CARRIAGE MOVING FREELY

� CHECK THAT NAILS FIRE INTO 
TIMBER OK (THIS CHECKS THE 
NAIL SAFETY SYSTEM)

�

OIL LEVEL IN GUN OILERS � CHECK WITH OPERATORS FOR 
ANY KNOWN ISSUES

�

Comments__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_

WEDNESDAY
CHECKS PERFORMED BY DATE

NAIL GUNS TIGHT IN HOLDERS & 
CARRIAGE MOVING FREELY

� CHECK THAT NAILS FIRE INTO 
TIMBER OK (THIS CHECKS THE 
NAIL SAFETY SYSTEM)

�

OIL LEVEL IN GUN OILERS � CHECK WITH OPERATORS FOR 
ANY KNOWN ISSUES

�

Comments__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_

THURSDAY
CHECKS PERFORMED BY DATE

NAIL GUNS TIGHT IN HOLDERS & 
CARRIAGE MOVING FREELY

� CHECK THAT NAILS FIRE INTO 
TIMBER OK (THIS CHECKS THE 
NAIL SAFETY SYSTEM)

�

OIL LEVEL IN GUN OILERS � CHECK WITH OPERATORS FOR 
ANY KNOWN ISSUES

�

Comments_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_

FRIDAY
CHECKS PERFORMED BY DATE

NAIL GUNS TIGHT IN HOLDERS & 
CARRIAGE MOVING FREELY

� CHECK THAT NAILS FIRE INTO 
TIMBER OK (THIS CHECKS THE 
NAIL SAFETY SYSTEM)

�

OIL LEVEL IN GUN OILERS � CHECK WITH OPERATORS FOR �
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ANY KNOWN ISSUES
Comments_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_
WEEKLY CHECKS Performed By
CHECK AIR FILTER & 
PRESSURE SYSTEM

FILTER CLEANED         � PRESSURE AT 100PSI �

CHECK FOR ANY AIR 
LEAKS

CHECKED FOR LEAKS � LEAKS REPAIRED      �

CHECK BELT TENSION 
ON PUSHER

BELT TENSION 
CHECKED 

� BELT TENSION ADJUSTED �

Comments__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________
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Training documents
Lesson Plan

Lesson Number: 1

Title: Basic jig operation

Machine: Mango Tech MAL table jigging system

Objective:  Demonstrate the basic operation of the machine.

Duration:  approximately 60 minutes

Equipment required:  Safety glasses, hearing protection, timber in various 
lengths, a sample job (preferably from the site’s detailing computer, but otherwise 
from the samples in the installer’s set of examples), cutting sheets for the job that is 
being pressed, 6m tape measure 

Trainers notes: 

Concept Comments
• Describe the function and operation of 

the stop button
It stops all movements, but isn’t connected 
to the saw.

• Describe the PPE required Glasses and hearing protection
• Show the operator where not to put his 

hands
Not allowed to put their hands under the 
table or between the pucks.

• Give a quick description of the 
computer mechanicals

Explain hard drive, network.  Show lights 
on the front of the computer and the screen 
when everything is operating OK

• Turn the computer on, and load the job Show the ON/OFF button on the computer 
and the wall plug.  Insert disk or access 
network and load first job

• Home the system Show axis homing positions
• Show the touch screen layout Show basic menus and functions
• Check the homing Make sure the emergency stop button is out 

before you try to move the pucks. 
• Select the first truss to assemble Show status bar across the bottom of the 

screen
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• Show screen layout (jig screen and file 
operations screen)

Point out the following
1. Position readout colours.  Don’t load 

until all the pucks are green 
2. The different colour on the main section 

of the screen when the truss has been 
setup previously 

• Show how to load a new job
• Show how to shut the machine down Push the stop button.  
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Practical test

Operators name : 

Company name : 

Date:

Tested by : 

Lesson 1 : BASIC MAL TABLE JIG OPERATION

Function Pass/Fail
1. Check that the power is turned on for all the control cabinets
2. Turn the computer on
3. Home all axis
4. Diagnose the system (if necessary, it may not be required on this site)
5. Select the location to load the job from
6. Load the job
7. Operator can show where they are not allowed to put their hands (under 

the table and between the pucks while they're homing)
8. Was the stop button released before making the pucks move?  Did the 

operator react correctly if it was not?
9. Ensure that the correct PPE is being worn
10. Shift the truss up the table?
11. Shift the truss to the left or right?
12. Add more than one truss to the table at once?
13. Flip over the truss?
14. Remove one truss from the table without removing the other (with 

multiple trusses on the table)
15. Identify trusses that have be completed
16. Shut down the computer.
17. Turn off the computer
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Theory test

Operators name : 

Company name : 

Date:

Tested by : 

Lesson 1 : MANGO TECH MAL TABLE JIG BASIC OPERATION

1. How does the stop button work?  What does it do? What doesn’t it do?

2. Are you allowed to put your hand under the table or between the pucks when 
they're homing?

3. Can you load more than one truss onto the table at once?  How?

4. Does it matter where eth pucks are at the end of the homing cycle? Why?

5. How do you re load the servo system if one of the overloads on the control 
cabinets trips?
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6. How do you shut down the computer and what extra things do you have to do 
before you turn off the power?
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Theory test Answers

Lesson 1 : Mango Tech Automation Basic operation

1. Turns the power off for the length.  Doesn’t stop the blade.  The stop button for 
the saw is on the saw

2. No
3. No
4. They must be both at minimum positions.  If not, the homing will be wrong.
5. No
6. In the boxes across the bottom of the screen and at the bottom right hand corner of 

the screen.
7. Push the EXIT button and answer YES or NO.  
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Safe Operating Procedure

1. Only trained and certified operators are to use the MAL system

2. Turn on the computer using the ON/OFF button on the top of the 
main control cabinet

3. Ensure that there isn't anyone under any of the tables.

4. Ensure that there isn't anyone on top of the tables performing 
maintenance or service on any part of the machine

5. Use an air gun to clean the MAL rails

6. Home the system

7. Check that all pucks moved to their minimum positions.  If they 
didn't, clean the rails again and home the system again

8. Once the homing is complete, select the Data File Loading option

9. Select the job to load.

10.Once the job is loaded, use the scroll bar on the right of the screen 
to select the truss you want to make.

11.Ensure that there isn't anyone under the tables.

12.Drag the required truss onto the image of the table and select Build 
to set the system up.

13.Once the pucks images on the screen have gone green to indicate 
that they are in position, load the truss components onto the tables.

14.Ensure that the estops are released before you try to make the 
MAL system move.

15.Once the current truss have been made, push the “rubbish bin” 
icon on the screen to clean the table.  Select another truss to make 
and set up the MAL system again

16.Repeat until all the trusses in the job are pressed.

17.Home the MAL system once a day

18.Clean the rails of the MAL system using an air gun once a day
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